
 

J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- I (PAPER- I) 

PROGRAMMING IN C 

Long  Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What isanalgorithm ? Write an algorithm to find largest ofthreenumbers. 

2. Write a short note on selection anditerationlogic. 

3. Drawaflowcharttofindtherootsofaquadraticequation. 

4. Write a short note onpseudocode. 

5. Write an algorithm and draw a flowchart to decide whether a number is prime or not. 

6. What is a flowchart ? Explain its symbols. 

7. What is a flowchart ? Explain its symbols 

8. Write an algorithm and draw a flowchart to decide whether a number is prime or not. 

9. What is pseudocode ? Write a pseudocode to decide larger of two numbers 

10. Explain modular programming structure with suitable example. 

11. Draw a flow chart to find largest of three numbers. 

12. Explain sequence programming structure. Write different characteristics of algorithm. 

13. Write an algorithm to display sum of digits of given number : 4632→4+6+3+2=15 

14. Explain selection programming structure giving suitable example. 

15. Explain modular programming structure giving suitable example. 

16. Write a program in C to decide whether a number is prime ornot. 

17. Explain control structures inC. 

18. What are the primary data types supported by 'C' language ? Explain. 

19. Write a short note on break and continue statements inC. 

20. Explain rules for naming variable. Differentiate between while and do-while statement with example. 

21. Explain various operators supported by 'C' language. 

22. Write a program in 'C' language to print Fibonacci series i.e. 1,1,2,3,5,8…… 

23. Explain ternary operator and illustrate its use giving suitable example. 

24. Explain break and continue statements giving suitable example. 

25. Write a program to reverse the entered integer. Display both numbers on screen (1234 As 4321). 

26. List operators in C. Explain relational and logical operators. 

27. Define algorithm. Draw a flowchart to find greatest of three numbers. 

28. Write limitations and advantages of flowchart 



29. Explainthevarious relational and logical operatorsinC. 

30. WriteaprograminCtofindthefactorialofanumber. 

31. What is looping ?Explaindo-while loop. 

32. Explainswitchstatement.Writeitssyntaxwithanexample. 

33. Whatistwodimensionalarray?Writeaprogramtosearchanelementintwodimensionalarray. 

34. Write a short note onstorageclasses.  

35. What is an array ?Writea program to sort an array using bubble'ssort. 

36. Explain the following string functions: 

(i) strcpy () (ii) strcmp() (iii)strrev() (iv) strupr () (v) strlen() 

37. Explain storage classesinC.  

38. What is recursion ? Write a recursive program to find the factorial ofanumber. 

39. WriteaprograminCtocheckwhethertheenteredstringisapalindromeor not.  

40. Differentiate between call by value and callbyreference. 

41. Write a program to illustrate function with argument and no return value to find sum of two numbers.  

42. Explain array. Write a 'C' program to find out the largest element in a given one dimensional array. 

43. Explain different components of function with suitable example. 

44. What is recursion ? Write a recursive function to find factorial of a number. (n) = 1*2*3*.......* (n–1) 

* n. 

45. Write a program to illustrate function with argument and return value.  

46. Define array. Write a program to transpose a given matrix of size 3 × 3. 

47. What is recursive function ? Write a program to find factorial of a given number.  

48. What are strings ? Give syntax, purpose and example of : (i) strlen ( ) (ii) strcpy ( ). 

49. Whatisastructure?Writeaprogramtoillustratetheaccessofstructuremembers. 

50. Explain pointer arithmetic inC. 

51. Write a short note onUnion. 

52. Whatissequentialaccess?Differentiatebetweensequentialaccessandrandomaccess. 

53. DefineStructure.Writedownthesyntaxandexampleforastructure. 

54. Whatisapointer?ExplaintheuseofAddressoperator(&)inC.Alsoexplaindifferenttypesofpointers. 

55. WhatisPointerArithmatic?Explainwithexample. 

56. Explaincommandlineargumentswithanexample. 

57. Explain the difference between structure and union. What is nesting of structure ? 

58. Explain command line arguments. 

59. What is file mode ? Explain various file opening modes. 

60. Define pointer. How is it declared and initialised ? What are different arithmetic operations that can be 



used with pointers ? 

61. How is union defined and declared ? Illustrate by giving a suitable example.  

62. Explain opening and closing of file with example. 

63. How is structure defined and declared. Illustrate giving suitable example.  

64. What is a pointer ? How is it declared and initialized ? What are the different arithmetic operations that 

can be used with pointer ? 

Short Answer Questions (2.5  Marks) 

1. Write a short note on sequentiallogic. 

2. Explain type def with anexample. 

3. Write a short note onrecursion. 

4. Write statements to open and close a file inC. 

5. Define Algorithm. Explain its need. 

6. Explainenumerateddatatypes. 

7. Differentiatebetweencallbevalueandcallbyreference. 

8. Explain file modesinC. 

9. Explain different symbols used in flowchart. 

10. Explain switch statement with syntax. 

11. Explain any two string handling functions with suitable example. 

12. Explain fprintf( ) and fscanf( ) 

13. Draw a flowchart to find area and circumference of a circle. 

14. Write purpose and syntax of while loop. 

15. What is function prototype ? Explain with example. 

16. List file modes in C and state their purpose 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- I (PAPER- II) 

FUNDAMENTAL OD INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Long  Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What is digital computer ? Explain its components with well labelled block diagram.  

2. Explain octal number system. Solve (76451)8 = (?)2 . 

3. Explain the characteristics of good languages.  

4. What is source and object program ? 

5. What is instruction format ? Explain fetch and execution cycle.  

6. Do as directed : (i) (1101.1101)2 = (?)10 (ii) (1762.68)10 = (?)16 

7. Draw the block diagram of computer and explain the functions of each unit.  

8. Explain : (i) Source Program (ii) Object Program. 

9. (a) What is bus ? Explain various types of bus ; also draw bus diagram.  

10. Do as directed : (i) (39)10 = (?)2 (ii) (105)10 = (?)16 . 

11. Do as directed : (715)8 = (?)10 (0.375)10 = (?)2 .  

12. What is instruction ? List different types of instruction and one example of each. 

13. Write short notes on the following :— (i) PROM (ii) EEPROM (iii) EPROM (iv) RAM (v) ROM.  

14. What is Blue Ray ? Give its advantages. 

15. What is memory ? Explain static and dynamic memory.  

16. Explain working of Hard Disk with suitable diagram. 

17. Explain : (i) ROM (ii) PROM (iii) EPROM (iv) EEPROM.  

18. Explain structure of hard disk with factors that affect the access time of data. 

19. List and explain types of optical disks.  

20.  Write short notes on : (i) Static RAM (ii) Dynamic RAM 

21. Explain working of Hard Disk with well labelled diagram.  

22. Explain types of Hard Disk 

23. Differentiate Primary and Secondary storage.  

24. Explain in detail Blue-Ray Disk. 

25. What is Touch screen device ? Give its features.  

26. Explain Barcode Reader and OMR. 

27. Write a note on the following :— (i) Laser Printer (ii) Inkjet Printer  

28. Explain mouse and light pen with diagram 



29. List and explain various group of keys of keyboard.  

30. Give the classification of Printers. Explain Inkjet Printer. 

31. List various input devices. Explain the ―Voice Input‖.  

32. What is plotter ? List different types of plotters and explain any one. 

33. List various types of Printer. Explain Laser printer in detail.  

34. What is an input device ? Explain various types of mouse in detail. 

35. Write a notes on : (i) MICR (ii) OCR. 

36. Explain Visual Display Unit (VDU) in detail. 

37. What is a QWERTY keyboard ? Explain.  

38. What is a scanner ? Explain Flatbed Scanner 

39. What is Network ? Explain types of networks in detail.  

40. Explain Bluetooth and Infrared devices. 

41. Differentiate between client server and peer-to-peer.  

42. Explain the following :— (i) Bridges (ii) Routers. 

43. Explain Routers and Brouters in Network.  

44. Explain mesh topology in detail. 

45. Explain Wi-Fi network.  

46. Explain any two network protocols. 

47. What do you mean by Network Topology ? Explain star topology. Give advantages and disadvantages of 

it.  

48. Write notes on : (i) Infrared Device (ii) Blue Tooth. 

49. Write a note on Wi-Fi system and modem.  

50. Explain the following : (i) Gateways (ii) Bridges. 

51. Write a note on Local Area Network. List the technology and topology used in LAN. 

52. Write a note on Address Bus. 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Explain Flash drive.  

2. Explain the functions of VDU.  

3. Write a note on Modem. 

4. List advantages and disadvantages of Interpreter.  

5. Write short note on Cache Memory.  

6. Explain Touch Screen.  

7. Explain the use of modem in communication. 



8. Explain Instruction format.  

9. Explain Pen Drive.  

10. Convert the Hexa Decimal number (5 CB8)16 to its binary equivalent.  

11. Explain the use of Repeater in networking 

12. Describe the functions of Light Pen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- II (PAPER- I) 

OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++ 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Explain features of object oriented programming.  

2. What is an object ? How are objects created ? Explain. 

3. Explain defining member functions inside and outside the body of class.  

4. Write short note on static data member. 

5. What  areclassesand objects  ? Describesyntaxfor declaring  aclass  withsuitableexample.  

6. Explain  featuresofOOP's. 

7. Write a program to implement class: 

i. Datamember 

1. Name of cricketplayer 

2. Score in last twomatches. 

ii. Memberfunction 

1. To assign initialvalues 

2. To compute total and averagescore 

3. Todisplaydata.  

8. What  isthe  purpose  of static  data  member  ? Explainwithexample. 

9. Write a program to implement class ―Item‖ having following members 

a. Data member:-item name and item cost 

b. Member function:- get data () and put data (). 

10. Write a program to demonstrate overloading of binary operator ―+‖.  

11. Explain default constructor with example. 

12. What is copy constructor ? Write a program to demonstrate the use of copy constructor.  

13. Write a program to demonstrate overloading of unary minus.  

14. Explain the need of copy constructor with example. 

15. How is constructor invoked ? Explain usage of constructor giving suitable example 

16. Explain default constructor with example 

17. Explain unary operator overloading with example 

18. What is constructor? Explain parameterized constructor with suitable example. 

19. List rules of operator overloading. List the operators that can not be overloaded. 



20. Explain the importance of destructors. Write a program to illustrate use of destructor. 

21. List types of inheritance. Explain any one.  

22. Explain memory management operators : new and delete. 

23. What is array of objects ? Explain with a suitable example.  

24. What is Inheritance ? Explain multilevel inheritance. 

25. Whatisinheritance?Listitstypes.Explainsingleinheritancewithexample 

26. Write  aprogramto illustrate  the  use  of  this  pointer  andexplain. 

27. What is an abstract class ? How will you define it ? Give an example 

28. What is derived class ? Explain giving suitable example 

29. Explain ‗New‘ and ‗Delete‘ operator giving suitable example. 

30. Explain this pointer giving suitable example. 

31. What do you mean by dynamic initialization of objects? How is dynamic initialization of object 

achieved. 

32. Explain the role of virtual functions in polymorphism with suitable example.  

33. What is an exception ? How are exceptions handled in C++ ? 

34. What do you mean by fault tolerance ? Discuss fault tolerant design techniques.  

35. Explain uncaught exception with an example. 

36. Drawandexplainexceptionhandlingmodel 

37. Write a short note on fault tolerant design techniques 

38. What are virtual functions ? State rules for virtual functions 

39. How will you handle an uncaught exception ? 

40. Why there is need of pure virtual function? Explain with suitable example. 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Write a note on access specifiers.  

2. List operators that are not overloadable. 

3. Explain the concept of ―this‖ pointer. 

4. Write a note on Abstract Class.   

5. Explain private and publicspecifier 

6. Differentiatebetweenconstructorsanddestructors 

7. Explain multilevelinheritance 

8. What meaning does it convey: (i) Hit theexception  (ii) Throw the exception? 

 

 



 

 

J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- II (PAPER- II) 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of structured interview. 

2. Explain: 

i)Economic feasibility 

  ii) Technological feasibility 

3. Explain  System  development life cycle(SDLC). 

4. Explain open system and closed system with examples. 

5. Explain following data collection method: 

i) Questionnaire 

     ii)interview 

6. Explain different phases of SDLC. 

7. Explain organizational and technological feasibility. 

8. What are the different components of the information system ? Briefly give its importance.  

9. What is questionnaire ? Explain different types of questions with example to be used for     gathering the 

information. 

10.  Explain organizational and technological feasibility 

11.  What role does system analyst play in information system development ? 

12.  What for interview technique is used ? Differentiate between structured and unstructured                             

interview. 

13.   Explain the following fact finding techniques : 

(i) Brain storming(ii) Observation 

14. List various Data collection techniques. State guidelines to design questionnaire. 

15.  List various types of feasibilities and explain any two. 

16.  List different types of data collection methods and explain any. 

17.  Explain role and duties of System Analyst. 

18.  Give classification of systems. Explain open system and closed system with example. 

19.  What is Feasibility Study ? Explain organizational and technological feasibility. 

20.   Explain the use of Data flow diagram  ands specify the different symbols          used  in drawing  DFD 



with suitable example.  

21. Write  short on Data Dictionary. 

22.  What is form ?Write principles of  form design. 

23.  Write short note on : 

i) input validation 

     ii)System  tolerance 

24.  Write short note on output design.. 

25.  Give the importance of code system and discuss principles of code design.  

26.  Why is input validation important ? Explain different types of validations.  

27.  Explain different validation checks which can be applied to input design. 

28.   List main categories of output and explain any four. 

29.   Explain Decision Table with suitable example. 

30.   Write short note on Data Dictionary. 

31.   What is Decision tree ? Explain how it is used for making decision with examples.  

32.  List different types of code. Explain physical representation of codes.  

33.  What is form ? Write principles of form design. Design a form for data entry of employee in an    

organization  

34.  List different types of code. Explain physical representation of codes. 

35.  Explain basic objective of input design and guideline of input design. 

36. Explain system testing. 

37. Explain : 

i)cold turkey method 

 ii)pilot method. 

38. Explain system evaluation. 

39.  Explain different steps involved in implementation of new system. 

40.  Explain modular and sequential method of conversion. 

41.  What do you mean by system documentation. Explain its needs. 

42.  Why is training important to employee before implementing an information system in an organization ? 

Explain training methods in brief. 

43.  What factors are considered in system evaluation ? State its importance. 

44.  What is testing ? List and explain different levels of testing. 

45.  What is system conversion ? List conversion methods and explain any two methods. 

46. Why is training important ? Describe training methods in brief. 

47.  List and explain any four training methods. 



48.  Write notes on following testing methods : 

         (i) Function Testing 

         (ii) Subsystem Testing 

         (iii) System Testing. 

49. What is system conversion ? List conversion method and explain any two methods. 

50. Explain requirement of system evaluation and sources for evaluation. 

51. Explain about output design. 

52.  What do you mean by project planning and project size estimation ? Explain. 

53. In information system what can be reused ? What are the basic issues with reuse ? 

54.  Discuss the following attributes which a software product must have : 

   (i) Portability 

   (ii)   Maintainability 

   (iii) Reusability 

   (iv) Adaptive 

  (v) Perfective. 

55. Write a short note on Software Reliability 

56. Discuss skills that a software project manager should possess. 

57. Write a short note on ISO 9000 certification. 

58. Discuss skills that a software project manager should possess. 

59.  Explain critical path method with example. 

60. How PERT charts are used in scheduling project activities?Explain. 

61.  What is software estimation ? Explain function point metrics. 

62. What is Project Scheduling ? Explain CPM in brief giving suitable example. 

63.  What is meant by Software reuse ? Explain the basic issues related to software reuse. 

64. Define software quality. Write short note on ISO 9000 certification. 

65.  Write short note on Risk Management. 

66. List the major responsibilities of a software project manager.  

67.  Explain work breakdown structure and activity network model. 

68.  What is project planning ? Explain different factors considered in project planning 

69.  What is software maintenance ? Give different characteristics of software maintenance. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Define  system. 

2. What is prototyping? 

3. What are tangible benefits? 



4. What is cost benefits analysis?Explain in brief. 

5. Explain the subsystem with suitable example. 

6. Draw a diagram of Computerized Information System and explain all its components. 

7.  Define Open and Closed System. 

8.  Write note on Brainstorming. 

9. For what decision tree is used? 

10. Give general structure form. 

11. What is data dictionary. 

12. Explain human factor consideration  while designing a system. 

13. List principles of form design. 

 Give purpose of using codes. Explain with example : 

(i) Sequential Code  (ii) Block Code 

14.  Write any five principles of form design. 

15.  Write short note on Input Validation. 

16.  Explain system tolerance in system design. 

17. When should training take place? 

18. List the importance of testing the system. 

19. List any two system conversion method. 

20.  What is system maintenance ? Explain. 

21.  Explain how evaluation helps in system development process. 

22. Explain Pilot conversion method. 

23.  How to make planning to implement change ? 

24. What is CPM? 

25. For  what Gantt  Chart is used. 

26. What is the task and activity? 

27. What is ISO9000 Certification? 

28. Draw maintenance process model-2. 

29.  Write a short note on Gantt chart. 

30.  Write short note on PERT chart. 

31. Write short note on PERT chart. 

32. Give full form of : 

         (i) CPM  

         (ii) PERT 

         (iii) WBS. 



J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- III (PAPER- I) 

DATA STRUCTURE 

Long Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Write an algorithm  to insert a node  at the end in single linked  list. 

2. Explain representation of double linked list. 

3. What is linked list? Write  an algorithm to count  the number of nodes in     linked list.   

4. Write  an  algorithm  to delete  an element  from front of the double linked    list. 

5.  Write an algorithm to insert a node at the beginning of linked list. 

6. Write an algorithm to delete the front node of a single linked list. 

7.  Write short notes on : (i) Garbage collection (ii) Overflow and underflow. 

8.  What is a header list ? Explain one way and two way circular header list. 

9. What is two way linked list ? Write an algorithm to insert an element at the beginning of two way 

linked list. 

10. Write an algorithm to insert the element at the begining of double linked    list. 

11. Explain the representation of linked list in memory. 

12. Write an algorithm to add the two polynomials represented as a linked list. 

13.  Write an algorithm to insert a node at the end of single linked list. 

14. Write an algorithm to search an element  into the single liked list. 

15. Write an algorithm  to insert an element i in circular linked list. 

16. What is circular linked list? Explain  memeory  representation of circular linked list. 

17. What  is node ?Explain memory representation of single linked list with example. 

18. Write  an algorithm to traverse the double linked list  in forward direction. 

19. Explain Polynomial  represention .with  suitable  example. 

20. Write an algorithm to  delete an element at  the end of double linked list in   backward direction. 

21. Write an algorithm to translate  infix expression to postfix expression. 

22. Convert the following expression infix and postfix form. 

    ((A+B)^C-(D*E)/f) 

23. Translate the following infix expression into prefix and postfix expression. 

        (i) A + (B* D/E) * (F + G/H) * k  

        (ii) (A + B)vC – (D * E)/ F 

24. Write an algorithm to insert and delete element from stack. 

25. Explain the Towers of Hanoi problem.  



26. What is a Stack ? Explain push and pop operations on stack. 

 Explain quick sort with an example. 

27.  Explain the overflow and underflow condition in array representation of stack. 

28. Write a program to multiply two numbers using  recursion. 

29. Write an algorithm to evaluate   postfix expression. 

30. Explain Representation  of stack in memeory. 

31. Explain Array representation of stack .With example. 

32. Explain Tower of honoi problem. 

33. What is recursion ?Write a program  to find factorial of number. 

34. What is priority queue?Write  an algorithm to insert an element in priority    queue. 

35. What is   queue? Explain representation  of  queue in memeory.  

36. Explain selection sort techniques with suitable example. 

37. What is circular queue ? Write an algorithm to insert an element in circular queue.  

38. Write an algorithm for insertion sort method. 

39. Write an algorithm for insertion sort method. 

40. What is Queue ? Write a procedure to insert element in queue. 

41. Write on algorithm to delete the element from circular queue. 

42. Explain with an example the selection sort technique. 

43. What is hashing ? Explain various hashing functions. 

44. Write short notes on : (i) Deque (ii) Priority queue. 

45. Write a short note on hashing techniques. 

46. Explain the array and linked representation of priority queue. 

47. Explain Collision Resolution with technique. 

48. What is Queue ? Write a procedure to insert element in queue 

49. What is Big-O notation. 

50. Explain BSF and DSF method  of traversal of  a graph. 

51. What is binary tree ?Explain  representation of binary trees in memory. 

52. Write an algorithm for preorder traversal of binary tree. 

53. Explain Representation of graph as linked list. 

54. Explain the method for breadth first search in a graph. 

55. What is a heap ? How will you insert an element in a heap ? 

56. Define a binary tree. Traverse the  binary tree in preorder and postorder. 

57. What is graph ? Give its memory representation as an array and linked list. 

58. Write an algorithm for the inorder traversal of a binary tree. 



59. Traverse the following tree in preorder and postorder. 

 

60. Write an algorithm for Depth first search of graph. 

61.  What is binary search tree ? Explain with suitable example. 

62. What is heap tree?Explain in details. 

63. Explain  Basic terminology  of graph . 

64. Explain  Basic terminology of graph. 

65. Explain Binary Search Tree. 

66. Explain Matrix representation of graph. 

67. Explain linked representation  of  graph. 

68. Insert  an element in binary search tree. 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Explain circular double linked list. 

2.  Define double linked list. 

3. Differentiate between single linked list and two way linked list. 

4.  What are the advantages of double linked list over single linked list ? 

5. What is Overflow and underflow condition in linked list. 

6.  What is the header node ? 

7. What is  node? 

8. Explain  representation of linked  list.Explain any one . 

9. What are the different operations in  linked list. 

10. Explain different types of linked list . 

11. What is polynomials? 

12. What  is garbage collection. 

13.  What is recursion ? 

14.  What is the overflow condition in stack ? 

15.  What is dequeue ? 

16. Write a short note on deque. 



17. Explain  Recursion. 

18. Explain  Array representation of stack. 

19.  Convert the following infix expression into prefix : 

                A | (B – D) / (E – F) ^ G 

20. Explain recursion with an example.   

21. Solve the Tower (3, BEG, AUX, END). 

22. What is polish notation. 

23. Explain Different  operation on stack. 

24. What infix and postfix expression ?Explain with examples. 

25.  What is hash function ? Explain any one hashing technique with example. 

26. Explain memory representation of Queue. 

27. Write a short note on deque. 

28. What is hashing ? 

29. What is hash table. 

30.  What is dequeue ? 

31. Give the complexity of insertion sort method. 

32. Define complete binary tree.  

33.  Define directed graph. 

34.  What is heap ? 

35.  Define complete binary tree. 

36. Explain types of binary tree. 

37. Explain Binary Search tree. 

38. Explain Heap Sort method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- III (PAPER- II) 

OPERATING SYSTEM CONCEPT 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Explain process. List states of process with example. 

2. What is CPU Scheduling ? Explain Round Robin Scheduling with suitable example.  

3. List and explain characteristics of modern operating system.  

4. Consider the following set of processes that arrive at time 0, the length of the CPU burst time given in 

milliseconds. Process Burst time (in milliseconds) P1 5 P2 24 P3 16 P4 10 P5 3 Calculate average 

turnaround time, average response time and average waiting time by FCFS Scheduling.  

5. Explain the structure of operating system.  

6. What is a process ? Explain process states with well labelled diagram. 

7. What is Scheduling ? Explain types of Schedulers.  

8. Explain the life cycle of a Thread. 

9. What do you mean by process ? Explain process states in detail.  

10. Explain FCFS CPU scheduling algorithm.  

11. What is thread ? Explain multithreading in detail. 

12. What are the characteristics of modern operating system ? 

13. What is a process ? Explain process states in detail.  

14. Explain ―shortest job first‖ CPU scheduling algorithm with suitable diagram.  

15. Write notes on the following : (i) Long term scheduler (ii) Short term scheduler (iii) Medium term 

scheduler.  

16. Draw life cycle of thread and explain. 

17. Explain the structure of operating system. List the characteristics of modern operating system. 

18. What is thread ? Explain multithreading in detail. 

19. What is CPU scheduling ? Explain round robin scheduling in detail. 

20. Explain the concept of Concurrent Process. 

21. What is the difference between Process and Thread ? 

22. Explain Round Robin algorithm in brief.  

23. Explain the structure of Operating System. 

24. Discuss characteristics of modern operating system. 

25. Explain FCFS CPU Scheduling algorithm with suitable example.  

26.  Explain: (i) User level thread (ii) Kernel level thread.  



27.  What is scheduler and dispatcher ? Explain role of medium term scheduler.  

28. Write short notes on :— (1) Deterministic modelling (2) Queuing analysis.  

29. Explain resource allocation graph with example.  

30. Explain deadlock prevention.  

31. List and explain various methods for deadlock recovery.  

32. What is resource allocation graph ? Construct resource allocation graph for three processes and four 

resources 

33. Explain Bunker's algorithm for deadlock avoidance. 5 

34. What is deadlock recovery ? Explain in detail. 5 

35. Explain deterministic modeling technique 

36. Explain : (i) Multilevel feedback queues (ii) Multilevel queue scheduling. 5 

37. Write short notes on : (i) Deterministic modeling technique (ii) Simulation of CPU scheduling.  

38. Discuss conditions which may lead to deadlock the system. 

39. Explain deadlock prevention methods. 5 

40. Write notes on the following : (i) Deterministic Modeling (ii) Simulators.  

41. Explain safety algorithm for deadlock avoidance. 

42. Discuss various methods for deadlock recovery. 5 OR 

43. Write notes on : (i) Queuing analysis (ii) Simulators. 5 

44. Is deadlock prevention possible ? If yes then write prevention methods 

45. What are the conditions for deadlock ? 5  

46. Explain Mutual exclusion in detail. 5 OR 

47. Explain Hold and Wait Condition in brief. 5  

48. Explain Queuing Analysis 

49. Write a short note on : (i) Protection (ii) Sharing.  

50. Explain dynamic loading and dynamic linking. 5  

51. Differentiate between paging and segmentation. 5  

52. Explain the following terms : (i) Fragmentation (ii) Compaction. 

53. Write short notes on : (i) Relocation (ii) Protection. 5 

54. What is paging ? Explain segmentation with paging. 5  

55. Explain dynamic linking and loading. 5 

56. Explain single partition allocation method with two advantages and disadvantages. 

57. Explain fixed equal multiple partition memory management scheme with two advantages and 

disadvantages.  

58. Write notes on the following in context of memory management : (i) Protection (ii) Sharing.  



59. Explain segmentation with paging. 5 

60. What is swapping ? Explain swap-in and swap-out process with diagram 

61. List multiple partition memory management schemes and explain any one with example. 5 

62. Write a note on dynamic loading and dynamic linking.  

63. Explain : (i) Relocation (ii) Protection. 

64. Explain the concept of dynamic loading and dynamic linking.  

65. Explain the concept of segmentation with paging.  

66. Explain the method of multiple partition memory management.  

67. Explain the term swapping 

68. What is I/O buffering ? Explain its types.  

69. Explain record blocking.  

70. Define Intruders. Explain accidental data loss. 5 

71. Write a note on : (i) Digital signature (ii) Cryptography. 

72. Explain single, double and circular buffering. 5 

73. Write short notes on following : (i) Digital Signature (ii) Biometric authentication.  

74. Explain cryptography in detail. 5 

75. Explain following disk scheduling algorithms : (i) FCFS (ii) SSTF. 

76. What is input/output buffering ? List types of buffering. Explain any two.  

77. Write short notes on : (i) Digital Signature (ii) Biometric Authentication.  

78. How many levels does a RAID support ? Explain RAID LEVEL 0 (Stripping) and RAID LEVEL 1 

(Mirroring).  

79. Explain cryptography with suitable example. 

80. Explain single, double and circular buffering.  

81. What is RAID ? Explain its different levels.  

82. List different file allocation methods and explain any two. 

83. Explain different aspects of I/O devices.  

84. What is I/O buffering ? Explain circular buffering in brief.  

85. Explain File Allocation Method in brief.  

86. Explain the term user authentication. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Give one major difference between program and process 

2. What is the difference between process and program ? 

3. Explain short term on medium term scheduler. 

4. Write the benefits of micro kernel organization 



5. Draw life cycle of thread. 

6. Draw Process state trasition Diagram. 

7. List Parameters used to determine which cpu scheduling algo. Is best. 

8. Give any @ difference between Thread and Process. 

9. Explain preemption and non-preemption. 

10. How deadlock can be prevented in case of mutual exclusion ? 

11. Explain circular wait condition in deadlock 

12. Explain short term on medium term scheduler. 

13. Explain circular wait with example 

14. Explain Queuing analysis  with example 

15. Explain Simulator with example 

16. List deadlock prevention and recovery method. 

17.  Write note on logical address. 

18. Write short note on compaction 

19. What is internal and external fragmentation ? Explain with example 

20. Write short note on shared pages. 

21. Explain : (i) Relocation  

22. Explain  Protection. 

23. Draw swapping. 

24. Explain the objectives of File Management System. 

25.  Explain password as user authentication technique with exa 

26. Write short note on Record Blocking 

27. Write short note on physical identification. 

28. Explain the term secret key cryptography. 

29. Explain Index Squential File allocation method. 

30. Explain direct accessing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- IV (PAPER- I) 

JAVA PROGRAMMING 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Explain various data types in Java. Give example of each.  

2. Explain data type conversion and casting features of Java with example.  

3. Explain various types of operators used in Java Programming.  

4. Explain order of precedence of operators in Java. 

5. Explain various features of Java language.  

6. What is operator? Explain unary and Comparison operator. 

7. Define variables. Explain different rules for defining variable.  

8. What is Type Casting? Explain order of precedence of operators. 

9. Explain the following features of Java: 

(i) Platform independent andportable. 

(ii) RobustandSecure.  

10. Write an application program to convert the given Fahrenheit temperatures to the corresponding Centigrade 

temperature (C =F–32)/1.8). 

11. Explain  thedifferenttypes  of operatorsinJava.  

12. Explain  thestructureof  aJavaProgram. 

13. What is JVM ? Differentiate between compiler, interpreter and JVM. 

14. Explain the different data types in Java.  

15. Write a code in Java to find simple interest where the variables are taken as input through the keyboard. 

16. What is ―Java Robust‖? Explain garbage collection mechanism in java. 

17. Write a program to display the string in reverse order. 

18. Explain how to initialize the variable? Also explain scope of variable. 

19. Write short notes on : (i) Short circuit logical operators (ii) Bitwise operators.  

20. Explain how JAVA has achieved platform independency 

21. Write a program in Java to demonstrate constructor overloading.  

22. Write a program in Java to arrange the elements of array in ascending order. 

23. Write a program in Java to find the reverse of given number.  

24. Explain the different types of loops in Java with suitable example. 

25. What is class? Explain different rules for assigning class and subclass to its reference. Explain class 

initialization.  



26. Write a Java program, which demonstrate the Static Methods. 

27. Define the terms : (i) Default constructor. (ii) Copy constructor.  

28. Explain if–then–else and switch statement with suitable example. 

29. Write a program in Java to demonstrate Constructor Overloading. 

30. Differentiate between method overloading and method overriding. 

31. Write a program in Java to demonstrate single inheritance. 

32. Write a program in Java to find the reverse of digits of given integer number. 

33. What are access specifiers ? Give a comparative study between these access specifiers.  

34. What is constructor overloading ? Write an example of constructor overloading in Java. 

35. Explain the use of break and continue as goto statement in Java.  

36. What is an interface ? Give syntax and an example 

37. How to create class and sub-class in java? Explain in detail. 

38. Illustrate the difference between method overloading and method overriding. 

39. What is an array? Explain single and multidimensional array with example. 

40. Write a program to demonstrate the single inheritance. 

41. Explain the static and final modifiers in Java 

42. Explain the terms super class and sub class. How is subclass inherited from a super class ? Illustrate with 

an example.  

43. What is interface ? Write a program in Java having interface with a function name area. Inherit the 

interface to class rectangle which defined method for area. (Assume suitable data) 

 

44. Explain applet life cycle in detail.  

45. What is exception ? Explain how a user handles exception in Java with suitable example 

46. What is thread ? Explain life cycle of a thread in detail.  

47. Differentiate between applet and applications. Write an applet in Java to display the message ―Hello 

World‖. 

48. What is Java API Package ? Explain how packages can be accessed.  

49. Write a Java program which demonstrate passing of parameter to applet. 

50. What is Thread ? Explain the life cycle of thread.  

51. Explain different errors which may occur while handling exception in Java. 

52. ExplainMultithreading.HowJavaimplementsitsthreadmodel? 

53. Writethesyntaxofapplettag.Brieflyexplainitsconstituent. 

54. Writeanappletthatreceivesthreenumericvaluesasinputfromtheuserandthendisplaysthe largest of the three on 

the screen. 



55. What is a Package ? How will you create user defined package in Java ? 

56. How is multiple threading achieved in Java ? Explain with example.  

57. What is a package ? How will you create user defined package in Java ? 

58. Explain the applet life cycle in Java.  

59. What are exceptions ? Explain the syntax of exception handling code. Explain with example. 

60. Write a program for exception handling that accept two numbers as textfields, that the values are added 

and their sum is displayed. The code traps the error when user could enter text instead of a number. 

61. Define the following term:-1) Thread scheduling   2)Thread synchronization 

62. Explain event handling in Java.  

63. What is stream ? How is the concept of streams used in Java ? 

64. Write a program in Java using frame object, displaying menu ‗file‘ with menu items ‗new‘, ‗open‘, 

‗close‘ and ‗exit‘.  

65. What is FONT class ? Explain any two functions of it with syntax. 

66. What is event driven programming ? Explain it with suitable example.  

67. Explain input and output stream in Java. 

68. Write a Java program to create a popup menus. 

69. Explain with suitable example following containers :— (i) Frame (ii) Panel. 

70. What is Event Delegation Model ?What are itsbasic components ? 

71. Explain Layout Managers. 

72. List the different situations in which ‗Action Event‘ is generated. 

73. Write a syntax and example of following graphics class methods : (i)drawOval () (ii)drawPolygon( ). 

74. Write a Java program to draw : (i) rectangle (ii) oval.  

75. Explain, how will you create a Textfield, label and button in Java. 

76. Write a program in Java to copy characters from one file to another file.  

77. Explain the different layout managers in Java. 

78. Explain graphics object and write a program that create  window application for drawing rectangle on a 

frame. 

79. Write short note on:-  1) Grid Layout  2) Flow Layout 

80. Define the terms:-1) Container  2) Component  3) Panel  4) Frame  5) Checkbox 

81. Write short notes on : (i) Input stream class (ii) Output stream class.  

82. Explain event handling in detail with example 

83. Explain different components of AWT. Write a program to create a checkbox and a radio button in 

applet 

 



Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. What are Java token ? Explain.  

2. Explain single inheritance in Java with a suitable example.  

3. Explain the API package.  

4. Explain AWT package.  

5. What is JVM? 

6. What is Interface ?Giveitssyntax. 

7. What is local applet and remote applet? 

8. Write any two methods of FileReader Class. 

9. Differentiate between application and applets in Java.  

10. What are the different types of inheritances available in Java ? 

11. Explain any two API packages in Java.  

12. What is an event ? How will you handle an AWT event ? Give a suitable example. 

13. Write a short note on shift operators in Java.  

14. Explain the access specifiers in Java.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- IV (PAPER- II) 

LINUX OPERATING SYSTEM 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Explain the process of logging in and logging out in LINUX OS.  

2. Explain the basic structure of LINUX file system.  

3. Write the steps for creating temporary user account in LINUX OS.  

4. Explain the following commands : (i) ls (ii) mkdir (iii) rmdir (iv) cp (v) cat.(vi)ls 

5.  What are the different types of files in Linux operating system ? 

6. Give syntax, purpose and example of the following commands : (i) ls (ii) rmdir (iii) cat (iv) cp (v) mkdir.  

7.  Draw structure of Linux Operating System and explain. 

8. What are file types in Linux ? Explain different file types available in Linux.  

9.  What is shell and kernel ? Explain how user is created in Linux O.S.  

10. List Directory Structure of Linux Operating System. Give purpose of each directory in it. 

11. What is Shell ? List various shells available in Linux and explain any two.  

12. Explain following types of file in Linux : (i) User data files (ii) System data files (iii) System files. 

13. Draw Directory structure of Linux. Explain the role of following directories in Linux OS : (i) /dev (ii) 

/etc (iii) /usr (iv) lost+found. 5 (b) Explain salient features of Linux OS. 

14. Explain the role of kernel in Linux Operating System. 

15. State features of Linux OS. 

16. Explain the backing up and restoring process in LINUX OS. 5  

17. What is VI editor ? Explain different cursor movement commands. 5  

18. Explain the steps for sending files to printer. Write a note on ‗lpr‘ command. 5 

19. Write notes on the following commands : (i) gzip (ii) gunzip. 

20. Write note on ―tar‖ command.  

21. What is restoring a file ? 

22. What is vi editor ? Explain its purpose. Describe text block select and move commands. 5  

23. What is simple backup ? Write note on gzip and gunzip command. 5  

24. Explain hookingup hardware device. Write a procedure to format a disk in Linux. 5 

25. What is daemon ? Describe how ‗lpd‘ is useful in printing a file on printer. 

26. Why backup is needed ? Explain tar command. 5  

27. Write steps to format floppy disk in Linux Operating System 

28. Explain vi editor in brief. 5  



29. Why is back up needed ? Give difference between backup a file and copying a file. Write short note on 

tar ‗utility‘. 5  

30. Explain working with vi editor. 

31. Define creating group account in detail. 5 

32. Write a short note on ‗ps‘ command. 5  

33. Write a short note on ‗chown‘ and ‗chgrp‘ in LINUX. 5  

34. Write a short note on granting access to file. 

35. What is file access permission ? Explain ―chmod‖ command. 5  

36. What is home directory ? Explain how users are added in Linux operating system. 5  

37. Explain top utility in Linux. 5  

38. What is password file ? Explain the contents of ‗password‘ file. 

39. What is Home Directory ?Explain :— (i) chgrp (ii) passwd. commands of Linux O.S. 5 

40. Explain top utilities in Linux 

41. What is granting access permission to file ? Explain in detail ‗chmod‘ command. 5 

42. Describe following command : (i) chown (ii) kill. 

43. Execute to all (iii) read and write to all (iv) write to all (v) read and execute to all. 5 OR 

44. Give syntax purpose and example of following commands : (i) Chown (ii) Chgrp. 5 

45. What is PID ? Discuss PS Command in brief. 

46. Write steps to create group account. 5  

47. Write short note on ‗symbolic file permission‘.  

48. State syntax, purpose and example of : (i) Chown (ii) Chgrp (iii) Command. 

49. What is Process ? Explain its types. 5 

50. Write short notes on Changing File Ownership. 5 OR 

51. Write syntax, purpose and example of PS command. 5  

52. Explain User Accounts and Changing Password. 

53. Explain who and finger command in detail. 5  

54. Explain write and wall command in detail. 5 OR 

55. Explain KDE desktop environment. 5  

56. Explain df and du command in detail. 

57. Explain the following commands : (i) mesg (ii) wall 

58. Write and describe KDE desktop environment of Linux. 5 

59. Explain in detail ―finger‖ command. 

60. Differentiate between ‗df‘ and ‗du‘ commands. Give example of each one. 5  

61. Describe in detail GNOME desktop environment of Linux. 5 OR  



62. What is electronic mail ? Explain following Linux commands :— (i) talk (ii) who. 5  

63. Write note on following operation : (i) Setting System Clock (ii) Creating a message of the day in Linux 

operating system. 

64. What do you mean by communication utility ? Explain write and wall commands 

65. Discuss strategies which can be implemented to create more space on Hard Disk. 5  

66. What for ‗mesg‘ command is used ? Explain ‗write‘ and ‗talk‘ commands. 5.  

67. Give syntax and purpose of the following commands. (i) Talk (ii) Mesg. 5  

Question for 2.5 Marks 

1. Explain the three types of files used in LINUX OS. 

2. What is home directory ? Explain. 

3. Write procedure to change the shell prompt in Linux O.S. 

4. Explain Home Directory in Linux. 

5. Explain home directory in Linux. 

6. Write rules for naming a file.  

7. List any two popular shell in linux OS. 

8.  Give syntax and purpose of cat command. 

9. Explain print spool directory. 

10. Explain role of Spool Directory while printing file in Linux. 

11.  Explain use of floppy disk. 

12.  Why backup is necessary ? 

13. What is the use of gzip and gunzipcommand ? 

14. Explain ‗kill‘ command in detail. 

15. State purpose of chown and chgrp commands. 

16. Write syntax, purpose and example of Linux ‗PS‘ Command. 

17. Write steps to create group account. 

18. Give syntax, purpose and example of kill command. 

19. State purpose of free command.  

20. State syntax of kill command.  Write command to make file ‗ABC.TXT‘ as Read– only. 

21. What is X-Window System ? Explain. 

22. What for mesg command is used ? Write command to enable message. Write command to disable 

message.  

23. Explain purpose of finger command.  

24. Write steps for setting system clock.  



25.  Explain purpose of df and du command.  

26. Discuss strategies, which can be implemented to create more space on disk ? 
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B. Sc. SEM- V (PAPER- I) 

VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Write short notes on : (i) Immediate Window (ii) Form Layout Window (iii) Project Explorer Window. 

2. Discuss various loop structures in VB with example. 

3. Give purpose, properties and events of the following controls : (i) List Box (ii) Check Box (iii) Combo 

Box. 

4. Write and design a VB program to find whether a number is prime or not. 

5. What is Form ? Elaborate steps for setting distinct properties of Form. Write code to demonstrate Load 

and Unload event of Form. 

6. Design an application and write code to find an even/odd number. 

7. Write steps to design an application, which displays a picture in pictureboxwhen : (i) Command button 

with caption ―Click Here‖ is clicked. (ii) After delay time 100 ms (by using timer control).  

8. List various Loop structures in VB. Explain with example For ..... Next, With ..... End With. 

9. Design an interface to find out largest number between three given numbers.  

10. Explain the following IDE components : (i) Properties Window. (ii) Project Explorer Window. 

11. Design an interface to change given text into Bold, Underline and Italic using Option Button.  

12.  Explain Event–Driven programming model in VB. 

13. Write notes on :— (1) Project Explorer Window (2) Form Layout Window. 

14. Design a form in VB to find whether string is equal or not. 

15. Write short notes on : (1) Scrollbar control (2) Timer (3) Check Box (4) DirList Box. 

16. Explain Visual Basic Integrated Development Environment (IDE). 

17. Explain the following controls with an example : (i) CheckBox (ii) ListBox. 

18. What is a Loop ? Explain the following Loop structure with an example : (i) Do – Loop (ii) For – Next – 

Loop.  

19. What is a Timer Control ? Give its properties, events and methods, also develop an application which 

displays an image with delay time 100 ms. 

20. University Practical list prog (excluding connectivity). 

21.  Explain different string functions in VB.  

22.  What is an array ? Differentiate between Redim and Preserve statement in an array.  

23.  What is procedure in VB ? Explain the different methods for passing arguments to a procedure.  

24. Explain the different user interaction functions in VB. 



25.  What is a dynamic array ? How does it get declared ? Write syntax and elaborate with suitable example.  

26. Create an array of N elements. Find the largest element in array.  

27. Write a program in VB to find out largest element in one dimensional array.  

28. Write notes on : (i) Dynamic array. (ii) Control array.  

29. Write a program in VB to count number of characters and number of words in an inputted string using 

string functions. 

30. Explain in detail date and conversion functions ? 

31. What is dynamic array ? Explain how size of dynamic array can be changed during runtime. 

32. What is Procedure ? Write a procedure to find the factorial of a given number.  

33.  Describe in short the following numeric functions – Int, Sqr, Abs, Exp and Round.  

34. Explain Passing Arguments by value to a function and subroutine with suitable example. 

35. What is Control Array ? When do we need it ? Explain with suitable example. 

36. What is a Module ? Explain the following : (i) Form Module (ii) Standard Module  

37. What is popup menu ? How can it be created using system and custom popup ? 

38. What is DAO ? Write steps to access database using DAO. 

39. Explain in detail menu editor in VB. 

40. What do you mean by Visual Data Manager ? Write steps to create MS Access database using Visual 

Data Manager. 

41. Create an application to manipulate text in textbox as ―Bold‖ and ―Italic‖ with the help of Popup Menu. 

Design a popup menu which will hold two sub-menus as ―Bold‖, ―Italic‖ : 

 

42. Write steps to create a database using visual data manager for the following : (i) Database Name ―Data‖ 

(ii) Table Name ―Student‖ (iii) Attribute Name ―Rollno‖, ―Name‖.  

43. Write steps to establish connection with database using data control ―Data1‖ for the following fields : 

Database Name ―Data‖, Table Name ―Student‖, Attributes ―Rollno‖, ―Name‖. Bind these attributes with 

textboxes to display the record. 

44. Write steps to create menu using Menu Editor as mentioned below; also write code for the menu to load 

Form1.Frm when clicked on ―Open‖ and unload Form1.Frm when clicked on ―Close‖.  

 



 

45. What is menu editor ? Write down steps to add separator bar in menu using menu editor. 

46.  Differentiate between SDI and MDI. 

47. Write notes on : (i) 'Popup menu' (ii) Visual Data Management (VDM).  

48. What do you mean by Data Control ? Write a procedure to connect database using Data Control. 

49.  Explain in detail Menu Editor in VB. 

50.  What are Common Dialog Boxes ? Explain any two in detail. 

51. Write and explain data control, its properties and methods. 

52. Create the Database of the following structure using Data Control Method : 

 

53. Write a program in VB to calculate factorial of a given number. 

54. What is Menu ? Explain the process to create a menu using Menu Editor. 

55. Explain how to create a database using Visual Data Manager. 

56.  Explain the following methods of Data Control Data 1 with suitable coding in VB : (i) Move First (ii) 

MoveLast (iii) MovePrevious (iv) MoveNext. 

57. (1) Explain following advanced data bound controls : (i) Data List Control (ii) Data Combo Control. 5  

58. (2) What is Err Object ? Write properties of Err Object. 5  

59.  (3) What is ADODC ? Write steps to access database using ADODC. 5  

60. (4) Explain in detail Data Report Control. 

61. (5) Write steps to establish connection with database use ADO Data Control with ODBC Data Source 

Name for the following fields : (i) Database Name ―Data‖ (ii) Table Name ―Student‖ (iii) Attributes 

―Rollno‖, ―Name‖ Also bind attributes with textboxes : 

 



62. Create an application with navigation button MoveFirst, MoveNext, MoveLast using ADO Data Control. 

Write code for the navigation buttons.  

63. Write steps to create an Application using ADO Data Control and Data List Control to display 

―EmpName‖ in List Control as shown below : 

 

64. Use the following fields : (i) Database Name ―Emp Data‖ (ii) Table Name ―Emp Table‖ (iii) Attribute 

―Emp Name‖. 

65. Define distinct errors in VB. Explain Resume and Resume Next with suitable code. 

66. What is ADO ? Explain ADO architecture. 

67.  Explain different types of errors in VB with suitable example.   

68.  Write notes on : (i) Err object. (ii) On error go to statement.  

69.  Explain databound controls in detail. 

70. What is ADODC control ? Explain it with suitable example.   

71. Write notes on :— (1) ADO (2) RDO. 

72. Explain Data Environment and data report in detail. 

73. Explain any one Data Bound control 

74. Explain the following Active X controls : (i) Data Bound Grid Control (ii) Data Bound Combo Control. 

75. Explain various Error objects and methods in Visual Basic.  

76. What do you mean by Run Time Error ? Explain how to handle trapable error with an example. 5  

77. Write a note on Data Environment in Visual Basic. 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks) 

1. Differentiate between image and picture controls. 

2. Differentiate ComboBox and ListBox.(any control) 

3. Explain numerical datatypes in V.B 

4. Explain the properties window in V.B. 

5. Explain any five properties of Form.(any object) 

6. Write a short note on control array 

7. Explain the following math functions :Int, Sqr, Abs, Exp, Round. 

8. Explain any three string function with suitable example. 

9. Differentiate between procedure and function in V.B. 

10. Write a short note on Dynamic Array. 



11. Explain the procedure for creating shortcuts for menu item. 

12. Write steps to create a separator bar in the Menu using Menu Editor. 

13. List different properties and methods of Data control. Explain any two in detail. 

14. Explain methods of Data control. 

15. What is Pop-up Menu ? How to create this menu ? Explain 

16. Write a short note on Data Grid Control. 

17. Explain DataGrid Control. 

18.  Write a note on 'MSflex grid control'. 

19. What is Active-X Designer control ? Explain in detail 

20. Explain Data List Control. 
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DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks)  

1. Explain network data model with example and discuss advantages and disadvantages of        this model. 

2. Explain different problems associated with traditional file processing system. 

3. Draw three level architecture of DBMS and explain. 

4. Give classification of Data Models and explain in brief. 

5. Define DBMS. What are the Components  of DBMS ? 

6. Explain relational database model and hierarchical model  in DBMS. 

7. Explain about  'database users' in DBMS. 

8. What do you mean by Database ? Discuss the types of database users. 

9. Discuss primary objectives of DBMS. 

10. Give three layer architecture of DBMS. Explain function of each layer. 

11. Explain the different components of database management system. 

12. Explain the Network data model with suitable example. 

13. Explain the role of DBA. 

14. Explain Hierarchical model with suitable example. 

15. Draw E-R diagram Library  management system. 

16. Define entity. Write a note on weak entity and strong entity. 

17. List components/symbols used in E-R diagram and explain their meaning. Give one example of E-R 

diagram. 

18. Define attribute. Explain : 

       (i) Simple and Composite 

       (ii) Single valued and Multivalued  

       (iii) Null attribute . 

       (iv) Derived   attribute. 

19. Explain in brief : Generalization, Aggregation. 

20. Explain Data mappings. 

21. Draw an E-R diagram for Hospital System. 

22. What do you mean by weak and strong entity set in DBMS ? Explain with example. 

23. Draw E-R diagram for Banking  System. 

24. Explain super key, candidate key and primary key with suitable example. 



25.  Explain Cartesian Product operation with suitable example. 

26.  Explain Natural Join Operation  withsuaitable example. 

27.  Consider the following relation : 

28.  Student(std-name,std-rollno,std-address) 

29.  Subject(sub-name,sub-id) 

30.  Class(class-name,room-no) 

31.  Answer the following query in relational algebra 

32.  Print the name of  students  who are study in same class and  same subject. 

33.  Explain select and project operation with example. 

34.  What are aggregate functions ? Explain each with five examples. 

35.  Explain union and intersection operation. 

36.  Explain the Division operation with suitable example. 

37.  Consider the following : 

38.  Relations Depositor (Cust_name, acct_no) 

39.  Borrower (Cust_name, Loan_no)  

40.  Explain structure of Relational Database. 

41.  Consider the following relation : 

42.  STUD (Roll_no, S_name, Class, Inst_id)  

43.  INSTRUCTOR (Inst_id, I_name, I_status)       

44.  Construct query to find name of all students taught by Instructor‘XYZ‘. 

45.  Write a short note on : Union Operation Intersection Operation. 

46. Explain  fundamental  operations   in  relational  algebra . 

47. What is Join?Explain different types of join. 

48. (1)What is Functional Dependency ? Explain full and partial functional dependency with example. 

49.  Define normalization. Define BCNF with suitable example. 

50.  Explain 3rd normal (3NF) form in detail. 

51.  Explain the following : (i) Partial dependency (ii) Fully functional dependency with suitable example. 

52.  Explain first  normal  form  with suitable example. 

53.  Explain multivalued dependency. 

54.  Explain with example Second Normal Form (2NF). 

55.  Explain BCNF with suitable example. 

56.  Explain the fourth normal form giving suitable example. 

57.  What is  functional dependency ?Explain  any two briefly. 

58.  Explain transitive and  partial functional dependency. 



Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks)  

1. Explain data migration. 

2. Write a short note on Data abstraction. 

3. Explain data independence. 

4. What are the advantages of DBMS ? 

5. What is data model ? List different types of data models. 

6. Explain   traditional file  processing   system. 

7. Explain Relationship giving suitable example. 

8. Explain different types ofattributes.Explain any one. 

9. Explain the primary key. 

10. Write a short note on Aggregation. 

11. Explin candidate key,primary key and super key. 

12.  Define following: 

i)Entity 

ii)Relationship 

iii)Entity set 

13. Explain Weak  Entity set and Strong entity set. 

14. Explain Relationship giving suitable example. 

15. Explain in brief set intersection operation. 

16. Explain aggregate function with example. 

17. Explain the select operation. 

18. Explain assignment operation with example. 

19. Explain   any  two  extended  relational  algebra. 

20. Explain   any  two fundamental   relational  algebra operation . 

21. Explain transitive functional dependency. 

22. Define  1
st
   normal  form. 

23. What is Normalization ? 

24.  What is Normalization ? Why is normalization needed ? 

25. Explain transitive functional dependency. 

26. Define second  normal  form. 

27. Explain  BCNF. 

 

 

 



J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- VI (PAPER- I) 

COMPILER CONSTRUCTION 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks) 

1. Write short note on Bootstrapping. 

2. How error handling is done in every phase of compilation. 

3. Explain Three Address Code with example. 

4. Explain different phases of compilation. Draw its phase diagram. 

5. Explain intermediate code generation phase with example. 

6. Write short note on Error Handling. 

7. What is Addressing Mode ? Explain any three addressing modes with example. 

8. Draw phase diagram of compilation process and give purpose of each block. 

9. Explain the process of Error detection and reporting. Give its importance. 

10. Explain intermediate code generation with suitable example. 

11. What do you mean by symbol table ? How is it managed in the compilation process ? 

12. Write short note on bootstrapping and bookkeeping. 

13. What is token ? List different types with one example. In which phase of compilation, tokens are 

generated and how ? 

14. What is code optimization phase ? Why is it needed ? 

15. Briefly explain the following : (i) Table Handling (ii) Error Handling. 

16. Explain working of compiler with reference to its phases. 

17. Write notes on the following : (i) Compiler (ii) Interpreter (iii) Assembler (iv) Translator. 

18. What is Code Optimization ? Explain with proper example. 

19. Explain the function of ―Book keeping‖ in compilation process. 

20. Why eroor handling is important ? How are they handled in compilation process ? 

21.  What is three address code ? How it is represented ? Explain with example. 

22. What is code optimization ? Give its need, and explain with example. 

23. Why do we need compiler ? Explain two passes of compiler : (i) Analysis (ii) Synthesis 

24. What are the salient features of good programming language ? 

25. Explain data elements which are commonly used in high level language.  

26. What is syntax and semantics ? Explain the hierarchical structure of programming language.  

27. Explain basic data structures used in higher level language. 



28. What is parameter transmission ? Explain the following : (i) Call-by-value (ii) Call-by-reference.  

29.  Discuss salient features of good programming language.  

30.  Explain basic data structures in brief.  

31.  What are the types of statement ? Explain simple and compound statement with example.  

32.  Give lexical and syntactical structure of language with example.   

33.  Explain different data structure used in high level languages.  

34. What is parameter transmission while calling function ? Give different types of passing parameters.  

35. Explain dynamic storage allocation method used in high level languages. 

36. Give definition of programming language. What is syntax and symantics of high level language ? 

37. What do you mean by lexical analysis ? Explain alphabets and tokens with suitable example.  

38. How are record structures defined in higher level language ? Explain with example.  

39. Explain the following memory allocation : (i) Stack allocation (ii) Heap allocation. 

40.  Draw and explain hierarchical structure of programming languages.  

41.  How is static storage allocation and dynamic storage allocation managed in HLL ? Explain.  

42. Explain the following semantic specifications : (i) Interpretive (ii) Translation (iii)      Axiomatic 

definition (iv) Extensible definition (v) Mathematical semantics.  

43. List types of arrays. Explain any two. 

44. What are the characteristics of High Level programming language ? 5 

45. Write short note on The Lexical and Syntactic structure of a language. 5  

46. Explain storage management in higher level language. 5 

47. What is operator ? Explain different types of operators found in many high level languages.  

48. What is the role of lexical analyser ? Explain the approach to design a Lexical Analyzer.  

49. Draw parse tree for the following statement if a > b if b > c x = a – b else x = b – c else x = a – c.  

50. What is regular expression ? Find the language denoted by the regular expression (a/b)*a. 

51. Define regular expression. Explain regular expression with example. 5  

52. Draw transition diagram for constant number, real number and identifier. 

53. Explain the role of lexical analysis in the process of high level language compilation. 5 

54.  Construct parse tree for the following expression : 

55. Explain the following terms in grammar : (i) Terminals (ii) Start symbols (iii)Nonterminals (iv) 

Production.  

56.  Draw the transition diagram for constant and explain it with example 

57. Explain role of Lexical Analyzer.   

58. Write a short note on context free grammar.  

59.  Draw parse tree for the following :– if C1 then S1 else if C2 then S2 else S3 . 



60. What is buffer ? Give its importance. Explain need of input buffering.  

61. How does context-free grammar is used to define a language ? 

62.  What is Lexical analysis ? Why is it needed in compilation process ? 

63.  What is parse tree ? Explain how parse tree can be constructed from the derivation. Draw parse tree for 

following expression : (a + b/e + d 2 ) / a – b/c * d 

64. (1) What is parser ? Explain shift-reduce parsing with suitable example.  

65.  (2) What is Recursive Descendant Parsing ? Eliminate Left-recursion from the grammar given below:– 

E ® E + T / T T ® T * F / F F ® (E)/ id. 

66. Write a note on ―Register allocation and assignment‖.  

67.  Explain operator precedence parser with suitable example.  

68.  What is DAG ?Construct a DAG for the following expression a + [b * (b – c)] + [(b – c) * d]  

69.  Explain shift reduce parsing with suitable example. 

70. What is reduction ? Explain shift reduce parser with example.   

71.  What is loop optimization ? How is it performed ? Explain with the help of example. 

72.  Explain top down parsing with example.  

73.  What is machine code ? How machine code is generated in code generation ? 

74.  Explain top-down passing for the following grammar : S ® cAD A ® ab/a. 

75.  What are the contents of symbol table ? Give the structure of symbol table. 

76.  Give role of induction variable in process of loop optimization with example. 5 

77.  Explain top-down passing for the following grammar : S ® cAD A ® ab/a. 5 

78.  What are the contents of symbol table ? Give the structure of symbol table. 

79.  Give role of induction variable in process of loop optimization with example. 5 

80.  Write short note on Loop Optimization. 5 

81.  Which data structure is most suitable for symbol table ? Explain any one. 5 

82.  What do you mean by operator precedence parsing ? Explain with example. 5  

83.  Explain Top-down parsing with example. 5  

84.  How loop optimization is performed ? Explain with example. 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks)  

1. Explain two phase compilation. 

2. Why are translators needed ? 

3.  Why do we need translators ? 

4. Explain three address code with example. 

5. Write a note on ―Need of Compiler‖. 



6. Define and differentiate between Compiler and Interpreter. 

7. Explain parameter transmission using call by value method. 

8. List tokens and give one example of each. 

9. What are tokens ? List tokens and give one example of each. 

10. List different data elements used in high level language with one example of each. 

11. Explain hierarchical structure of programming language. 

12. Explain various operators in High Level Language. 

13. Define string and empty string. 

14.  What is Regular Expression ? 

15. Discuss string and languages in the higher level languages. 

16. What is use of look ahead pointer ? 

17. What is input buffering ? Explain. 

18. What is DAG ? Explain using example. 

19. What are the capabilities of a symbol table?  

20. Discuss Top- (D) What is symbol table ? Explain. 

21. Down passing with example. 

22. What do you mean by Handle Prunning ? Explain. 

23. Write a note on "Register allocation and assignment". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

J. M. PATEL ARTS, COMMERCE & SCIENCE COLLEGE, BHANDARA 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE 

B. Sc. SEM- VI (PAPER- II) 

SQL AND PL/SQL 

Short Answer Questions (05 Marks)   

1. Explain following integrity consatraint 

 i)CHECK 

 ii)PRIMARY KEY 

2. Create following table : 

 Student(std-id,std-name,std-address,std-fees) 

  Write a query: 

 i)to  insert   a record. 

 ii) to delete a record with fees less than 5000. 

3. Explain codd‘s rules. 

4. Explain any two date functions  with examples. 

5. Explain  GRANT and REVOKE  command  with suitable example. 

6. Explain data types in SQL.Give an example. 

7. Explain the following operations with syntax over a table : (i) Creation of table (ii) Adding one      more 

column in existing table. 

8.  What is constraint ? Explain CHECK constraint and UNIQUE constraint with suitable example. 

9. Explain primary key constraint and foreign key constraint. 

10. How will you create a table from existing table. 

11. What are aggregate functions ? List and explain with example. 

12.  Explain Oracle DUAL table.Give example. 

13.  Explain the following operations with syntax and example : 

       (i) Updating a table 

       (ii)    Modification of database structure. 

14. What is integrity constraints ? Explain the various types of integrity constraints. 

15. What are Synonyms ? Give the syntax for creating the synonyms and deleting the    synonyms. 

16. Explain the following functions with suitable example : 

            (i) TRUNC (ii) ROUND (iii) MOD (iv)       POWER (v) CEIL. 

17.  Write notes on the following functions :(i) Date (ii) Aggregate 

18. What is view ?  Give the syntax ,purpose and example of creating  views. 

19. Write a program in PL/SQL to find the sum of digits of given number. 



20. Explain different blocks available in PL/SQL. 

21. Create view on the employee table that gives access to information about employees in the     department 

number 35.      employee (empno, salary, deptno). 

22. Explain the CASE statement with example. 

23. Differentiate between SQL and PL/SQL programming 

24. Write a program in PL/SQL to find the largest of three numbers. 

25. Differentiate between SQL and PL/SQL. Write a PL/SQL block for swapping two numbers. 

26. Create a view that give access to limited information about employee in Department no. 004    from 

employee table.  

Employee (empno, ename, deptno, salary 

27. Explain Data types in PL/SQL.with examples. 

28. Explain Conditional And Iterative statement in PL/SQL. 

29. What are Exception? Write short note on ‗user define exception‘. 

30. What is cursor?Explain  its types. 

31. What is Procedure?State syntax ,purpose and  example. 

32. Write a procedure in PL/SQL to increase the salary of all employee by 7.5%.  

33. What is Cursor ? What are the different types of cursors ? Explain any one with example. Give the 

syntax for opening and closing cursor. 

34. Explain predefined exceptions. 

35. Write suitable program to illustrate life cycle of explicit cursor :      (i) Declaring cursor (ii) Opening 

cursor (iii) Retrieving records/fetching records (iv) Closing cursor. 

36. Write a PL/SQL block to handle division by zero exception. 

37. Write a procedure to add a record of new employee in emp table. 

emp (ename, empno, sal, comm, deptno) 

38. Explain the different attributes of explicit cursors with suitable examples. 

39. Define procedure giving its syntax for creating a procedure. Explain procedure having parameters with 

suitable example. 

40. Define procedure. Give syntax for creating procedure. Explain procedure having parameters with an 

example. 

41. Write a procedure to display the record of given employee number. 

42. Differentiate between implicit cursor and explicit cursor. 

43. Define procedure. Give syntax for creating a procedure. 

44.  Write a function in PL/SQL to find the factorial of given number n. 

45. What is a function ? Give the syntax for creating a function. 



46. Create a trigger that restricts a user from performing a DML on EMP table on ‗‗Sunday‘‘. 

47. Write the syntax and example for creating a function. 

48. What are different types of triggers ? Explain. 

49. Write a PL/SQL block to find greater of two numbers using functions. 

50. Give the advantages of trigger. Explain the RAISE_APPLICATION_ERRORC ( ) function.  

51. Write a PL/SQL code to create a function that takes a 3 digit number and prints the reverse of it   

(example 496 is to be printed as 694). 

52. Explain the use of before and after triggers giving suitable examples. 

53. Write syntax to create a function with example. 

54. Write a trigger which will not allow the user to work on the table Employee on Friday.  

55. Explain problems on Triggers. 

Write a note on the following : (i) Database trigger. (ii) DDL trigger. 

56. What is function ? State Syntax and purpose of :(i) Creating function (ii) Dropping function. 

57. Write a function that returns the updated salary of an employee on the basis of employee      number. 

Increase the salary by 17%.  

58. Employee (emp-no, emp-name, emp-salary) 

 

Short Answer Questions (2.5 Marks)  

1. What is the use of GRANT and REVOKE command ? 

2. Write syntax and example of creating SYNONYMS. 

3. Explain the ALTER table command in brief. 

4. List any four Oracle Database objects and explain any one. 

5. Explain any two date functions with suitable example. 

6. Explain DDL Command. 

7. Explain DML  Command. 

8. Explain Set operators. 

9. What are the advantages of views ? 

10. Explain FOR loop with suitable example. 

11. Give syntax and example of Loop statement. 

12. Write the advantages of views. 

13. Explain reference variables with suitable example. 

14. Explain calling procedures. 

15. Explain the following predefined exceptions : (i) TOO_MANY_ROWS (ii) NO_DATA_FOUND 

16. Explain the following predefined exceptions :(i) NO_DATA_FOUND (ii) ZERO_DIVIDE. 



17. Explain the purity levels of functions with an example. 

18. Give Syntax for creating a procedure. 

19. Define procedure. Give syntax for creating a procedure. 

20. What is  Procedure?Explain Create  and  drop procedure  with parameters. 

21. Explain Exception handling. With suitable example. 

22. Write  sysntax  to create  a  trigger. 

23. Explain use of before and after triggers giving a suitable example.  

24. Explain how triggers are enabled and disabled. 

25. Write syntax to create an exception. 

26. Explain DDL triggers. 

27.  What is Enabling, Disabling and Dropping triggers. 

28. Create before  and after trigger. 

29. Prolems  on  functions and trigger. 

 

 

 


